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Now, more than ever, so many of us have an expanded range of choice in how,
where and when we do our beﬆ work. And this expands far beyond the physical
boundaries of the ‘traditional’ oﬃce.
If we are to ﬁnd a positive from the pandemic, it has taught us that work truly
can and does happen anywhere and everywhere. And while we underﬆand and
appreciate the value and importance of coming together for reasons such as a sense
of belonging and social cohesion, there are times when the ‘oﬃce’ simply may NOT
be the beﬆ choice. I like to think about this ‘choice’ similar to the movement of
business casual in the late 1980’s. If you had a client meeting, you wore something
diﬀerent than if you were in internal meetings all day- you would ‘dress for your day.
’ Similarly, think of ‘work for your day,’ as in you choose where, when,
and how you will beﬆ support your activities and engagements.

Knowing employers are oﬀering
more choice to their members
opens the door to creating a
more robuﬆ range of settings,
no matter where they may be
located. And more importantly,
on a ‘human level’ this
expanded choice directly
impacts and enhances our
personal lives as we navigate
the unforeseen and conﬆantly
changing impacts of the
Pandemic, such as school
and/or day care closures, etc.
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We would be remiss not to mention the impacts to the employer of oﬀering choice
are signiﬁcant, not only from a real eﬆate portfolio perspective, but furniture,
technology, protocols, and management ﬆyles. To touch on technology (equipment)
for a moment, think about how many of us may have brought our dual monitors
home early in the Pandemic.
Now, as we go into the oﬃce and are only working from our laptop, are we as eﬀective?
These ‘preferred’ behaviors will impact organizations furniture and technology
(software and hardware) ﬆandards, not to mention employees' decisions in how
and where they choose to work.
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Activity Based Planning
Activity based planning is not a new idea, but it feels new because of our current
reality and heightened awareness of the importance of place. Now - more than
ever, we are paying more attention to the human experience in the workplace.
Linking the actual activity being performed to the physical manifeﬆation of
how optimal results are achieved is key on our minds.
We have been talking about Activity Based Planning as a means for
supporting choice in the workplace for a long time; planning a variety of spaces
based on the activities performed. These choices extend outside the traditional
idea of ‘workplace’ to many areas including home oﬃce, main oﬃce and other
‘third place’ locations in between. Even the movement of outdoor expansion
has evolved our idea of how and where work is beﬆ performed.
Oﬀering employees thoughtful, curated work environments that address
solo, team and community work practices will enhance not only
individual worker performance and focus, but also the highly valuable
collaborative engagements, elevating one of the moﬆ missed experiences
of our recent, ‘physically siloed’ reality.
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User Adaptable Spaces
Let us ﬆart with why we say ‘adaptable’ verses ‘ﬂexible.’ A rubber band is ﬂexible;
it ﬆretches and returns to its original shape. What we mean by ‘adaptive’ is the
intention or application of the object(s) can morph and adjuﬆ to accommodate
a diﬀerent function or purpose. This is a core principle we consider
in our product development process.
Organizations, and those of us who help design and procure spaces need to be
thinking about how the physical environment can accommodate ﬆrategic shifts.
As place makers, we need to consider, and anticipate, the evolving workplace as a
dynamic eco-syﬆem of places and spaces that can keep morphing over time to
keep up with changing norms and business changes in the organization.
We care about adaptability because our clients’ care. Our ability to help hedge
againﬆ the inevitable uncertainty our clients face is part of our DNA. As we work
with clients and translate their current ﬆate requirements,
we also show them ‘what could be’ scenarios.
This means space adapts WITH the changing nature of work, in a simpler,
more organized, and less painful process. This is well received by clients,
facility managers and the teams as they navigate productive and
meaningful work during times of change.
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Tech Enabled Spaces
Overnight, technology-enabled ﬆrategies became the lynchpin to continued
operations for business across almoﬆ every induﬆry. Organizational leaders
that once viewed the possibility of remote, or hybrid work could not be as
productive, or more so than in-person work, found themselves and their
workers, in an environment where they the working across diﬆance in a
dispersed environment became mandatory.
A technology-enabled space does not require a sophiﬆicated deﬁnition,
but for the purposes of level-setting the discussion, we are talking about a
space that includes various technologies to improve the productivity of the
users of that space. It is important to keep in mind that when we say,
“user, or users,” that we are not only speaking about the individuals physically
occupying that space, but also anyone engaging remotely with those individuals.
This could be in the form of one direction communication, like a presentation,
or multi-directional engagements where the on-premises users interact and
collaborate with the remote users.
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Physical considerations when updating your exiﬆing meeting spaces - or designing
new, have become more complex due to the expanded requirements and expectations
to enhance diﬆributed collaboration. The shape, size, and orientation of the room;
the acouﬆical performance, lighting, and level of enclosure to minimize diﬆractions are
juﬆ a few of the many factors to be addressed in concert with the actual technology.
As furniture providers, coordination with our AV consultants and partners is critical
to a successful environment and user(s) experience, both in person and remotely..
As we know, technology has been an integral part of work and life for decades.
The onset of the pandemic has only accelerated its evolution, how deeply it is
integrated into the ways we work and changed the expectations workers have
for the modern workplace. Companies are having to rapidly rethink their ﬆrategies
in ﬆaﬃng their organizations, the ways that teams are built or organized, and the
levers they can pull to ensure equity for users—co-located, or remote—and drive
the beﬆ outcomes in terms of productivity, wellness, and attraction and
retention of talent.
It is imperative that companies leverage technology as a tool to create spaces that
support all employees, regardless of location. This is particularly exciting when we ﬆart
to think about the geographic barriers to obtaining the beﬆ talent. Where organizations
once had to rely on the beﬆ local talent available—or the beﬆ willing to relocate— now
they can easily recruit around the globe.

